
Dear friends,
I want us to look at the different building blocks in turn and will start with ‘City-wide Influence’. Most of our network activity engages the Christian 
churches and organisations that have been attracted to the network through the success of past efforts and good reputation – this in effect 
becomes our working constituency.

To increase our ‘City-wide Influence’, I see us going beyond the boundary of this constituency group by running activities that have a wider 
reach. Yes, these activities will still involve and engage our network participants but the intent is to also go further.

The World Weekend of Prayer (WWP) provides an opportunity to go beyond our network and reach churches and their congregations across 
our city. These will often be small, local churches that could become part of the network in the future but I also want us to engage the large 
influential churches. Larger churches are often more self-sufficient with their own set agendas but, through their leaders, are able to exert strong 
influence across the city. Wouldn’t it be great to see them supporting the WWP to enable many more people to be thinking about and praying for 
vulnerable children.

The first weekend of June is very near – I do hope you have plans in place to use this event to promote the cause of children with a wider group of 
churches beyond your network membership. Go to www.worldweekendofprayer.com for details and resources for the WWP.

As networks we also need to influence the thinking and attitudes of the general population to reduce barriers to child development and change 
behaviours in favour of children. We can do this through the weight of numbers of people in our church congregations but need to go much 
further and make use of various forms of media to reach everyone. Campaigns such as the Good Treatment Campaign have enabled many 
networks to take a first step in this direction – see the attached summary of the achievements of the 2017 campaign with 11 networks presenting 
the challenge to over 92,000 people. Some networks are also making good use of videos on television or through social media to get their 
messages out – this is clearly a direction that we need to travel in the future.

Mathew 5:13-16 speaks of us being ‘salt’ and ‘light’. Please do reflect on how your network can reach out beyond network participants and begin 
to influence our city or district to better promote wide-reaching and sustainable change for children, and indeed the reputation of the network.
God bless you.
Brian
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GOOD TREATMENT CAMPAIGN 2017 – SUMMARY REPORT 


35,131 children engaged with 92,350 adults during the 2017 Good Treatment Campaign 


supported by Viva       


Following many years of successful Good Treatment Campaigns in Bolivia, Viva introduced a simplified Good 


Treatment Campaign to all our partner networks. In its third year globally, the campaign is growing and helping 


to promote lasting change for children.  


This campaign is powerful because it is led by children ensuring 


they are aware of their rights and building their confidence to 


speak to adults about how they should be treated. It is a clear 


demonstration to the community of the value and power children 


can have and encourages communities to listen to their children. 


Once children have received training, they are go into their 


communities and speak to adults about rights and good treatment. 


The children then ask adults to sign a promise card in which they 


commit to: 


1. Tell children that you love them every day 


2. Listen to what children have to say and spend time with them 


3. Accept children as they are and recognise their qualities 


4. Support children’s learning and train them to accept good values 


5. Teach children responsibility and help them to resolve conflicts 


This year the Good Treatment Campaign was run in 14 partner networks, 11 of which reported their results: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


NETWORK THEMES AND BENEFITS OF THE GTC 


Each network adopted the Good Treatment Campaign aims and some chose additional messages to reflect 


their network focus such as an emphasis on girls’ needs or child safeguarding in schools. Different venues were 


chosen to ensure the safety of the children during the public parts of the campaign. 


Benefits from the campaign reported by networks included: 


o Growing creative thinking, encouraging talent and 


songs composed 


o Confidence, communication, leadership and 


advocacy skills built 


o Knowing about children’s rights 


o Recognition of value of child participation to the 


community 


o Foundational healthy family relationships 


o Fresh commitment and to keep children safe 


o Government recognition of its role in child 


protection


KEY NUMBERS (based on 11 networks reporting) 


Children participating in the campaign: 35,131 (including over 28,000 in Bolivia) 


Adults supporting campaigns:  924 (supporting child groups) 


Network members involved:  501 (churches & organisations) 


Average hours of training for children: 4  


Adults spoken to:    24,230  


Cards distributed:   92,375 (including 72,000 in Bolivia) 


Promise signatures:   15,046 


Total of grants awarded by Viva:  $451 


 


Adults signing the GTC in India 
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NETWORK ACTIVITIES 


Networks offered between 1-4 hours of training for children 


promoting the campaign and supporting adults. Most networks printed 


promise cards and asked adults to sign their commitment to treat 


children well. Methods to spread the messaging included large events 


where hundreds heard about good treatment, groups of children 


speaking to adults in their communities distributing cards and asking 


them to sign up or promoting the campaign in schools giving children 


cards to take to parents and family to ask them to sign. Some networks used media and marches, and children 


wrote and recorded songs or made banners, to spread the messaging further. 


SELECTION OF HIGHLIGHTS & ACHIEVEMENTS REPORTED (find more in full report) 


A small network in Cambodia with 42 members reported that 40 members 


agreed to run the GTC over the year. They built good treatment themes 


into their church services and led bible studies on the theme.  


A group linked to CRANE in Kampala were able to increase the number 


of Child Ambassadors. Adults gained understanding of the issues from the 


Child Ambassadors’ presentations, and the whole community appreciated 


the child involvement. 


Fundacion Red Viva Bolivia reached high numbers of adults with their 


awareness campaign. 72,000 GTC ‘licenses’ (GTC agreement cards) were 


distributed. Efficient organisation and communication enabled them to 


operate on a big scale and see many family relationships improve. They felt 


their greatest success was the mobilisation and empowerment of 313 


children who are now committed to changing their culture and environment 


to achieve good treatment of children.           


FEEDBACK FROM CHILDREN & ADULTS ACROSS THE NETWORKS 


HYDERABAD, INDIA: ‘I was personally blessed by the campaign along with my children. I did it in my whole colony 


as well as in my church. I have taken responsibility to do this and can be a blessing to the adults in the society.’  


PATNA, INDIA: ‘All the children were very excited throughout the process. They had a sense of achievement. Many 


children said they had not been aware of their rights so they said that they now felt empowered. They felt motivated to 


do such interventions in future.’ 


PHILIPPINES: ‘Some adults were annoyed and would deliberately ignore but relented when the purpose of the 


campaign was explained to them.’ 


NETWORK LEARNING & SIGNIFICANCE  


The campaign also prompted adults to begin to think 


more creatively about issues the children presented to 


them and networks gained feedback on their ideas. The 


significance of children and adults working together to 


build understanding and creatively find ways to improve 


treatment of children is exciting. We hope to inspire you to engage with the Good treatment Campaign next 


year and to extend your own network focus ‘umbrella’. 


 


FURTHER INFORMATION 


The Good Treatment Campaign global programme booklet is available from Viva – together for children. This guide 


contains the vision, essential components, advice on preparation and resources to run the campaign. Visit 


learn.viva.org/influence/good-treatment-campaign/ or contact info@viva.org for more. 


GTC Training  


Children with the GTC sign-


up boards and flyers 


Adults at GTC meeting in Uganda 
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